SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1657
Saturday 4th November 2017
Hares: SINGHA & NO HOPE
phuket-hhh.com

Our GM opened the circle at Thanyapura and thanked the Hares!
RETURNERS in...just five including Gay Ray and Mr Fister...welcome back!

VIRGINS in...Two ladies ( one with a baby and Daddy!)...the baby was removed but dad got a soaking,
along with the girls thanks to Fungus!
RUN OFFENSES...Tootsie kicks us of by getting in Google Ass to ask for help as we have lost our
other Hash Flashes..and he has to go really slowly these days! Singha gets in Fungus as he noticed that
for a short arse Fungus has massive feet and should be at least 7 foot tall...must be the mushrooms!

Fungus got in Accident and gave him two beers for Not falling over but iced him....he fell off the ice!
Lesser Dipshit got in Singha and Singha Gold..they are like Twin Peaks of Kamala! Swollen Colon gets
his daughter, Swollen Bits and Blue Harlot...as BH was getting far too close to her in the circle...dirty
bastard!..The GM gets in Singha...turns him round with his 800 run shirt on...and today he has 80
Hares..well done Singha! Go Go Trump gets in Singha and Singha Gold..she says to Singha, whilst
sitting down...your son is a good singer...no he says..he's a good SINGHA! Fungus gets in Master
Baker..as he told Fungus..I can't run today, I’vé hurt my foot..what happened..he ran past Fungus at
speed..lying bastard!

STEWARD...Blue Harlot (standing in for Top Off, who called to say he could not make it) ..Swollen
Colon in..He was telling BH last week and said I'm not sure about my own sexuality...not
knowing..hetro, homo or bi? BH says your only homo if you push back on the in stroke when being
butt fucked by your boyfriend...what brought this on then?... SC says when shagging an 18-year-old
rent boy the other night he reached round, grabbed the boy's cock and found that the boy had a massive
hard on. SC said...I was so disgusted that I was shagging someone that was so obviously homo I had to
pull out and go for a long shower to try and feel clean again...SC you really are fucked up! J.C. and
Paper...JC was getting out of bed the other morning when Paper came in with an armful of dirty
washing. She took a pair of dirty old knickers and threw them at JC...here you are JC, there is a
subliminal message with these knickers...there is no message here, he said, yes there is says
Paper...they come from one cunt to another! BH's daughter texted him last week and explaining she had
got CUM in her hair, will she need to cut it out or could she just wash it out?..I was shocked but then
another text came from her that said...sorry dad...I should have wrote GUM! I see a lot of people
wearing those rubber bands around their wrists for different charities...saw one last week, it said SAVE
THE RUBBER TREES! Great spot BH, at short notice...well done!

The GM calls in Lucky Lek for a song..Oh no!..Here comes Amazing Grace..Once again he gave the
best rendition..Lucky Lek style!

DEPARTERS in..not many again..coming up for Christmas already! bye, bye!
HARES in...Swollen Colon is our Run Master today..He said Porn Shop did a great job with the Horn

today...but only for the first half of the Run..he fucked off with his front running mates!..but it was not
bad enough to get Hash Shit..so as it was a good Run..Jaws keeps the Hash Shit Seat for another
week!...The GM closed the circle!
ON ON, NOT CLEAVER (SCRIBE)
GIVEN THE EYE BY THE REPRESSED ONE
JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND FELLOWSHIP

